Congratulations to the following staff for their nomination for the 2022 Presidential Award of Excellence

Ruth Abelmann
Jennifer Andrews
Heather Austin
Cheshet Bliaya
Lisa Buchalski
Lu Butterfield-Ferrell
Kevan Carpenter
Malin Clyde
Ryan Courtright
Beverly Cray
Jeremy DeLisle
Gary Desjardins
Sarah Dorner
Molly Doyle

Kelly Ducharme
Maria Emanuel
Theresa Faist
Darcy Fournier
Crystal Gaff
Katherine Gaudet
Kathleen Grace-Bishop
Sarah Grosvenor
Sandra Hickey
William Janelle
Kristine Kahr
Jennifer Lingeman
Gretchen Losee
Otto Luna

David Matta
Leo Meijer
Sally Nelson
Meredith O'Shea
Lucy Parkman
Cynthia Plascencia
Wendy Rose
Tamara Rury
Kimberly Therrien
Avary Thorne
Cindy Tremblay
Jill Varney
Amy Wack
Victoria Wijeyesinghe